Lamport Leaders Hold Successful Workshop

by Kevin Howard Dubrow

The Lamport Leaders Society of Baruch College held its 29th Diagnostic Groups Training Workshop on February 2-4 at Deer Park Farm Hotel, Cuddleboxville, New York. The two themes of the workshop were: "Behavioral Skills, which dealt with exploration of one's behavior in a group; how others see you, how you see yourself, with emphasis on personal growth" and "Helpful / Helpful Relationship, which dealt with examination of behaviors, attitudes, and reactions involved in the helper / helper problem-solving relationship. The workshop was supervised by Dr. Irving Gregor, Dr. Jim Perrone, Mary Mintz, Steve Hornberger, and Leon Yancey.

The workshop provided a complete learning experience which ran from breakfast to the last session in the evening. Aside from the theme-oriented groups, the weekend featured Developmental Groups (also referred to as Diagnostic Groups on "D" and "F" Groups). The "D" Group can be seen as an experience in social creativity and learning. The individual becomes involved in forming a new part of society through values, opinions, and expectations, which are important to his or her development. In contrast to other groups such as college, family, and church where his personal development is being formed, the Lamport Leaders Society held the workshop to see how his group, the Lamport Leaders, was involved in forming a new part of society through values, opinions, and expectations, which are important to his or her development.

The weekend was started and completed with Sociograms. A sociogram is the dividing of a large group into smaller subgroups where they have some commonality with the other members of the subgroup. The well-deserved recreation time was spent in a variety of ways. The Lamport Leaders provided a wide range of relaxation and sensation and massage. Recreation was on the agenda for some while others played ping pong and other similar activities.

The workshop was part of a period of months by the Lamport Leaders Society. Coordinating the work of the workshop was Freddie Greenblatt. The group effort was seen by everyone as a symbolic page book that serves as an opening of a library in sensitivity training. The Lamport Leaders Sensitivity Training Workshop in April.

Baruch's Own Ticket Service

by Joyce Rosenberg

Joyce Rosenberg, Baruch's resident news reporter, has been appointed as the first news reporter for the university. She is a member of the Lamport Leaders Sensitivity Training Workshop in April.

Overflow Crowd Sees TV Reporter

by Linda Rabbi

Melba Toller, the popular reporter for WBMB, addressed an overflow crowd of 100 students in the Public Relations Society meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 9, 1972.

The overflow crowd was due to the interest in the issue of student news reporters and the news departments. The meeting was attended by over 100 students, who were interested in the issue of student news reporters and the news departments.

Toller's presentation focused on the role of student news reporters and the importance of their contribution to the news industry. She discussed the challenges faced by student news reporters in terms of balancing academic responsibilities with their work in the newsroom. She highlighted the need for support and resources for student news reporters to enhance their skills and prepare them for future careers in journalism.

Toller also emphasized the importance of student news reporters in contributing to the diversity of perspectives in the news industry. She encouraged students to pursue careers in journalism and to seize opportunities to learn and grow in this field.
Accounting Society presents
Mr. Michael Conway of Price Waterhouse & Co. CPA

Mr. Conway, Sr. Accountant of Price Waterhouse & Co. will speak on his 3 years experience with a "Big 8" Accounting Firm.

Mr. Conway is a Baruch Graduate, Class of '69

Time 12 Noon Club Hrs., Room 4 South
Date Thurs, Feb. 16, 1973

All students and staff members are invited.
Freshmen as well as Juniors are especially encouraged to attend

Refreshments will be served
Non-Profit, Prove It

As students of Baruch, we should receive the maximum benefits from the services on campus. They are here to serve us and be responsive to our needs. They are supposed to provide student services — and we don't receive them! Our problems are not being heard.

Must profit be at their primary level? Must we be grouped with the non-profit operations, something that is not supposed to exist? Or will we ever be successful? Must profit be our prime concern? Must we always be greedy?

In your opinion, what should be done? Are we students of Baruch or the non-profit?
TICKER WISHES A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO EVERYBODY, BUT ESPECIALLY TO:

THE GENTLEMAN WITH THE PITCHFORK ALSO WISHES EVERYBODY A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, PARTICULARLY:
**Shirley Chisholm Comes To Baruch**

Shirley Chisholm, the former U.S. Congresswoman from New York's 12th District, will be the featured speaker on the Second Annual Shirley Chisholm Lecture at Baruch. The lecture will take place at 7:30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium on February 19th. Chisholm will discuss the theme "Women and Politics."

**Draft Quest**

Awards and judging:

- 1st Prize: Shirley Chisholm (lecture)
- 2nd Prize: Jane Fonda (film screening)
- 3rd Prize: Michael Moore (documentary)

**Notes On Music**

The Stravinsky and Borsay Ensemble will perform a program of contemporary American music in the Main Auditorium on February 19th. The concert will feature works by Allen Stone, John Adams, and Joel Pfeiffer.

**TICKER** February 13, 1973

**Baruch HOTLINE**

Listening And Referral Services
10 AM - 4 PM MON- FRI
533-0660

Help and Information Concerning

Academics - Family Problems - Draft
Legal Referral - Mental Health - Consumer Protection - Problems - Housing - Medical
Drug Related Problems - Or Just Drop by
Telephone or Walk-in
23rd St. Bldg. Room 307A
classifieds

Box 9C...

February 13, 1973

Dr. Albert Mathewson

February 13, 1973

La Plume de
l'Ecrivan

TICKER

February 13, 1973

Castles Burning...
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The New York Times...

February 13, 1973

Open Forum

February 13, 1973

Newman Club

February 13, 1973

TRY OUTS!

New Rock Musical Celebration

Musical Comedy Workshop

Leaders, Chorus, Backstage, Technical

Thursday, Feb. 15th,
12 noon Room1203
Baruch Bowlers Defeat NYU, Roll into 1st Place

With the Eastern Intercollegiate Bowling Conference season approaching its end, the race for first place is heating up as Baruch is in the lead. For the month of February, the standings are as follows: NYC Square 73-9, 733, Baruch 72-7, 743, Quins 70-9, 759, NYU 69-9, 773. Baruch's team consists of the top shamrock team in high- and team series with 38-9 and 33-9, respectively, as compared to NYC Square's 32-9 and 31-9. The team also has a very strong individual player, Louie LaTorre, who recently won the tournament with a score of 720 and 200 and his average over 8 pins is 133.11 with 3ram Friedman. Pay

Hal Ramsey ran a good series over 8 pins to 133.11 with 3ram Friedman. Play

Baruch's winning ways continued in their last tournament at the Holiday Singles Tournament. Baruch was well represented by Hal Ramsey, Louie LaTorre, and Ray Rockset. The team defeated Cooper Union 7-3 by a 493-329 margin. But, on February 4th, Baruch was defeated by a hot NYC Square squad and faced the tournament with a 493-329 total. At the half way point Louie was in the middle of the field with a 7-4 game and had to come back to shoot 200, 200, 200, and 200 in the second half. John Ramsey added 200 and Ray Rockset added 198. With nine weeks remaining in the season, Baruch has a chance to finish first. Besides their games against each other in the bracket, Baruch has a division of eight teams in the final after the half. They have a chance to finish first in the bracket.

Baruch has a chance to finish first in the bracket. Besides their games against each other, they have a chance to finish first in the bracket. They have a chance to finish first in the bracket.

Baruch won 20 matches over 8 pins to 133.11 with 3ram Friedman. Pay

Baruch, led by Louie LaTorre, has a chance to finish first in the bracket. Besides their games against each other in the bracket, they have a chance to finish first in the bracket.
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